Abstract. The current status of Quantum Neural Network (QNN) research is analyzed, it deeply studies the model Quantum Gate Circuit Neural Network (QGCNN) and QGCNN Learning Algorithm (QGCA). Replacing the mean square error function by using the Widrow function and the Rumelhart function, it creates two quantum neural network learning algorithms based on performance function, including Learning Algorithm of QGCNN based on the Widrow functions (WQGCA) and Learning Algorithm of QGCNN based on the Rumelhart functions (RQGCA). New algorithms overcome the inherent defects of the training result is not ideal and unrealistic, which is because the use of mean square error function training network will appear excessive punishment phenomenon. Three algorithms are trained by three data sets. Simulation Experiments on three kinds of algorithms was carried out by using these data sets in the case of the best learning rate. Research prove WQGCA and RQGCA have better pattern classification ability relative to QGCA and RQGCA has a higher classification accuracy than WQGCA.
Introduction
Quantum neural network is a new way to calculation of artificial neural network and quantum computing. Quantum computation is considered as one of the effective ways to improve neural computation [1] [2] [3] . In the strict sense, quantum neural network is a neural network completely constructed by quantum computing mechanism. Because quantum computing can't be realized by ordinary computer, the neural network constructed by the mechanism can't be simulated at present [4] [5] [6] . In the usual sense, the quantum neural network refers to a neural network model that introduces the quantum computing mindset into the classical method and is designed to run on a common computer, also known as Quantum-inspired Neural Network [7] . Quantum Gate Circuit Neural Network (QGCNN) uses the quantum theory directly to design the neural network topology and training algorithm, it does not have neuron connection weights in classical neural network or quantum neural network based on classical neuron, the classic neural network connection matrix in QGCNN considered as two quantum gate matrices approximately, and the essence of weight updating is to update the corresponding angle parameters in the matrix [2, 8] . The error function should be a simple addition function. Theoretically, the mean square error function can be used to train the neural network. However, due to the inherent characteristic of the mean square error function, the phenomenon of excessive punishment will occur in the network training process, so the training result is not ideal, even unrealistic.
It proposes two methods to train the network by replacing the mean square error function with two kinds of performance functions: Widrow and Rumelhart function. It establishes two optimization algorithm, including based on Widrow performance function (WQGCA) and based on Rumelhart performance function (RQGCA). The two algorithms overcome the inherent shortcomings of using the mean square error function to train the network.
Topology and Basic Algorithm of QGCNN
Topology of QGCNN. Topology of QGCNN [2, [8] [9] [10] [11] as shown in Figure 1 , the network includes the input layer, hidden layer and output layer. If there are s samples in the network's quantum state training sample space, then each training sample is a quantum state input |X = |X |X ⋯ |X T . We need to complete the transformation from real-valued space P ∈R n to quantum space [8, 9, [12] [13] [14] . Quantum gate matrix U ω of network hidden layer N (0) and Quantum gate matrix U γ of output layer N (0) . Quantum state output of hidden layer and quantum state output of network quantum state output are respectively 0 and Figure 1 . Topology of QGCNN QGCNN does not have neuron connection weights in classical neural network or quantum neural network based on classical neuron. The connection matrix in classical neural networks is approximately considered as two quantum gate matrices U ω and U γ in QGCNN, the essence of the weight update is to update the corresponding angle parameters ω and γ in the matrix [15] . Algorithm of QGCNN. Quantum Gate Circuit Neural Network Learning Algorithm (QGCA) defined the mean square error function by the target output and the actual output of the network, then calculated the angular gradient by the gradient descent method and then updated the angle [8] .
The mean square error function is defined as
(1) Gradient descent method to calculate the angle gradient can be described as
when α is learning rate, the angle is updated as
Optimization Algorithm of QGCNN Based on Performance Function
In general, it is not ideal or even impractical to adopt the method of finding the mean square error in network training, so we need to replace the mean square error function with some kind of estimation function. The Widrow function and the Rumelhart function are two typical performance functions. For the Widrow function, it estimates the mean square error by using the square of the response error of the neural network under a single learning mode. For the Rumelhart function, when the knowledge set, that is the total learning mode, is given, the average of the sum of squares of output errors for all learning modes [9] . Widrow Performance Function. The Widrow function [9] takes the square of the neural network response error under single learning mode excitation as an estimate of the mean square error. Assuming that the number of QGCNN learning iterations is k=1,2,…, the Widrow performance function is described as Rumelhart Performance Function. The Rumelhart performance function is described as
MS E
Using the Rumelhart function [9] to build the performance function MS E Rumelhart as an estimation function of the mean square error function MSE, the network remembers all training samples every iteration of learning.
Optimization Algorithm of QGCNN based on Widrow Performance Function. QGCNN using the square error function MSE QGC , according to the gradient descent principle, the network angle parameters ω and γ gradient descent algorithm described as
and ▽MSE(γ(k)) are the gradient of the mean square error function MSEQGC at ω k and γ k . Therefore, the gradient descent learning algorithm of QGCNN is described as The angular gradient is described as
Steps of WQGCA are as follows
Step 1 Initialize the condition settings
Step 1.1 Quantum state description in real sample space
Step 1.2 Set the initial values of the hidden layer matrix U (0) (ω) and output layer matrix U (1) (γ) Step 1.3 Set initial value of network training iteration k = 1, learning rate α and defined error ε
Step 2 Calculate the quantum state output and real value output of the hidden layer and the output layer of the network
Step 3 Calculate the performance function error MSE Widrow and angle gradient ▽MSE
Widrow
Step 4 Angle updating
Unconditional transfer: k=k+1, go to step 2 Step 6
Shutdown test: If MSE Widrow ≤ε, then stop training Optimization Algorithm of QGCNN based on Rumelhart Performance Function. Referring to the derivation of WQGCA, according to formula (8) and formula (6) , the Rumelhart function of QGCNN is described as
+γ vg q g=1 2 (11) The angular gradient is described as
Steps of RQGCA are as follows Step1~Step2: Refer to Step 1 and Step 2 of WQGCA
Step 3 Calculate the performance function error MSE Rumelhart and angle gradient ▽MSE
Rumelhart
Step 4 Angle updating Result Analysis. As shown in Figure 2 to Figure 4 , the best learning rates of QGCNN are 0.6 (QGCA), 0.5 (WQGCA) and 0.7 (RQGCA). The research proves that, for QGCNN, RQGCA and WQGCA are better than QGCA. Classification Test. All of best learning rates are used for the simulation test. The results show that classification accuracy of RQGCA and WQGCA are better than QGCA, and the accuracy of RQGCA is higher relative to WQGCA, as shown in Table 2 . 
Conclusion
Through the further study of QGCNN and its basic learning algorithm (QGCA), it proposes to replace the mean square error function with two kinds of performance functions: Widrow function and Rumelhart function, and establish two kinds of quantum gate lines based on performance function neural network learning algorithms, namely WQGCA and RQGCA. The two algorithms overcome the phenomenon of over-punishing training networks by using the mean Square Error Function, so that there is an inherent defect that the training result is not ideal and unrealistic. Three algorithms were trained by using Iris, Wine and CarEvaluation datasets. Under the condition of obtaining the best learning rate, the three algorithms were classified and simulated by using datasets.
The results show that WQGCA and RQGCA have better model classification ability than QGCA, and RQGCA has higher classification accuracy than WQGCA.
